You deserve a great career.

Pathways to the Workforce
August 8–10, 2021
Remote via Zoom

Transforming your education into impact

Many people spend years of their careers developing professional skills on their own. Pathways to the Workforce guides you through these skills early, so you can accelerate into your career creating accessible, innovative technology.

Our virtual workshop, hosted by UC Santa Barbara and CU Boulder, teaches you the skills you need to succeed in your transition from school to your career.

Students and post-docs with an interest in Materials Science are encouraged to apply!

Networking
Learn how to network with purpose and build relationships with self-made entrepreneurs and representatives from industry and academia.

Skill-Building
Gain valuable professional skills that are not taught in traditional university coursework, including communication, leadership, and entrepreneurship.

Get paid!
Your time is valuable!
Participants will earn a $450 stipend upon attendance and engagement with the entire workshop.

Apply and accelerate into your career!
Application closes May 24, 2021
Scan to learn more and apply. Or visit: pathways.colorado.edu

Questions? Email us at pathways@colorado.edu